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LessonSeen Through the
Tent Door

Section 1

1

Match each Study Word to its meaning. 
Use the Glossary on pages 43, 44 as needed.

1. Brainerd• •a family’s last name

2. Holy Spirit• •coming nearer

3. salvation• • the Spirit of God

4. approaching• • the saving of a soul from evil
and death

A

5. positive• •God who created everything

6. Creator• •people who are sent to find out things

7. scouts• •without doubt; sure

8. evil• •something that is very bad or wicked

1. approaching (ə • prōch • ĭng) 5. Holy Spirit (hō • lē  spĭr • ĭt)

2. Brainerd (brā • nərd) 6. positive (pŏz • ə • tĭv)

3. Creator (krē • āt • ər) 7. salvation (săl • vā • shən)

4. evil (ē • vəl) 8. scouts (skouts)

Study Words
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Write a homophone from the box for each bold word. 

9. Eva Mae liked to work.

10. It was too much bother.

11. “did anyone see my shoes?”

12. “No bare feet in the store.”

13. She wore new black shoes.

C

may   sea   two   knew   bear

Lesson 1

Homophones

• Sound the same

• Are not spelled the same

• Do not have the same meaning

Read the Bible verse to yourself three times. B

48
for

four
ate

eight

The angel of the lord encampeth round about them 
that fear him, and delivereth them. Psalm 34:7
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Lesson 1

Read “Seen Through the Tent Door” (pages 69-76). 

We Remember

Circle possible or impossible to make each sentence true. 

17. It is possible, impossible for a robin to lay four eggs in a nest.

18. It is possible, impossible to take a trip in a bus.

F

Think how the first two words go together. Write a word that
goes with the bold word in the same way. 

E

16. mother – woman father –

Write one word from the box that fits in both blanks. 

19. The milk splashed onto Henry’s    .

20. A dog                             when he is hot.

G

puffs
pants

Listen as your teacher reads the words.
Circle the sound of the underlined letters. 

D

14. tear ĕr ər pair ĭr ĕr bear ĕr ər

15. earn ĭr ər ear ər ĭr where ĭr ĕr



Write the answer to each question. A

1. What did the Indians say they 
must do to david?

2. What slid under the edge of 
david’s tent?

3. Whom did the Indians say the white man was talking to?

Underline the answer to each question. 

4. What probably would have happened if david had never gone
to tell the Indians about God?

They would have become Christians anyway.

They would not have learned about Jesus.

5. What probably would have happened if david had gone straight
to the Indian village?

He would have been killed.

The Indians would have thought he was a friend.

B
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LessonSeen Through the
Tent Door 2

Time for reading class (pages 69-76).

From the Story
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People who fear God are those who love and obey Him. 

God’s people do not often see angels, but we know
angels are near us because the Bible tells us they are.

Lesson 2

Memorize the Bible verse and say it to your teacher.C

Circle the bold word that makes each sentence true. 

6. The angel is near people who fear, see God. 

7. The angel watches, delivers these people.

8. Justin read the big                           book.

9. dennis bought an old                           at the yard sale.

10. laura thought it was                       easy to sew buttons

on the shirt.

Circle a word in each sentence that has a homophone in 
the box. Write the homophone in the blank. 

D

so     sail     red

The angel of the lord encampeth round about them 
that fear him, and delivereth them. Psalm 34:7
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Listen as your teacher reads the words.
Circle the sound of the underlined letters. 

E

Lesson 2

Circle the singular words. Underline the plural words.

19. scouts    village    angel    friends    tent    head

H

Circle same or opposite to show how the words go together.
If they are not the same or opposite, circle x.

16. rich – poor same opposite x

17. brick – string same opposite x

18. angry – mad same opposite x

G

Circle the ownership word in each sentence. 
Underline the word that belongs to it. 

F

13. david’s friends wanted him to stay where it was safe.

14. The scouts said, “The white man’s head was bowed.”

15. david told the Indians about God’s love for them.

We Remember

11. torn ĕr  ȯr there ər  ĕr hair ĕr  ər

12. swear ĕr  ər mare ȯr  ĕr fear ȯr  ĭr
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LessonThe Boy Who 
Determined to Learn

1. beggar (bĕg • ər) 6. kerosene (kĕr • ə • sēn)

2. business (bĭz • nəs) 7. memorized (mĕm • ə • rīzd)

3. determined (dē • tər • mənd) 8. rapped (răpt)

4. ignore (ĭg • nȯr) 9. Saddhu (sŏ • dü)

5. inspector (ĭn • spĕk • tər)

3

Study Words

Match each Study Word to its meaning. 
Use the Glossary as needed.

1. determined • • to pay no attention to

2. ignore • • a thin, light-colored oil

3. kerosene • • to have your mind made up

4. inspector • • a person who looks at something 
to see if it is done correctly

A

5. business • • someone who lives by asking others
for money, clothes, and food

6. beggar • • something that a person should be
interested in or busy with

7. rapped • • knocked quickly and sharply



Underline the more important thing. 

9. Wait until your mother asks you to clean your room.

Keep your room clean and neat all the time.

10. remember not to whisper in school.

Check to see if the teacher is watching before you whisper.

D
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Lesson 3

We Remember

Read the Bible verse to yourself three times. B

Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom. 
Proverbs 4:7

Underline each set of synonyms. 

8. like – love     start – end     cool – hot     drag – pull

C

Synonyms

Words that have almost the same 
meanings are called synonyms. Think 
of synonym and same—both start 
with an s. happy – glad


